“Touch-based devices, despite their mainstream availability, do not support a unified and efficient command selection mechanism, available on every platform and application. We advocate that hotkeys, conventionally used as a shortcut mechanism on desktop computers, could be generalized as a command selection mechanism for touch-based devices, even for keyboard-less applications.”

— Katherine Fennedy

“Even for keyboard-less applications.”

— Brigid Treney

“This work reports the development of a range of novel silicone-epoxy hybrids which display over five orders of magnitude of elastic modulus, the largest range reported for tunable functionally graded materials, as well as exhibit excellent interfacial toughness. Our advanced fabrication approaches facilitate robust mixing combinations of multiple scales and high resolutions.”

— Pablo Valdivia y Alvarado

“The rapid advancement of digital technologies is fundamentally changing the nature of work and increasing concerns about the future of jobs and organizations. Our review of the literature confirms that multi-level factors are important when planning for and embarking on digital transformation, thereby providing a framework for future research and practice.”

— Brigid Treney
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